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Abstract 
In the recent days number of social medias are increased and millions of 

people share their opinion through these social medias. Due to increase of 
social media, its data size has become large and complex to mine the data 
and to find the reviews shared by the users. The Event detection scheme  
helps to detect an event from the large dataset and it is also needed for 
preserving the privacy of reviewers because of the social and security 
issues.To meet the issues in the existing opinion mining techniques, Depth 
Pattern Component Analysis (DPCA) model is proposed. The Syllable 
Count with Weight Extraction (SCWE) method provides the text pattern 
extraction in the given input feature data during training case are 
proposed. The proposed text mining analysis the which work can be 
compared with other traditional methods on the scale of TP, TN, FP, FN, 
FRR, FAR, GAR, Kappa coefficient, Sensitivity, Specificity and Accuracy. 
Key Words:Social network services, event, event detection, opinion 
mining, extraction, syllable. 
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1. Introduction 
Event detection and privacy preserving are the most important research topics in 
the social media analysis. In the recent days number of social medias are 
increased and Millions of people share their opinion through the social media. 
Due to increase of social media, its data size has become large and complex to 
mine the data and to find the reviews shared by the users.[6] 

Social Networks will generate large number of text records in different formats 
which contains both personnel information and  other textual information.[5] 
Privacy preserving data mining deals with protecting the privacy of the 
individual data or sensitive knowledge of the users of the social networks 
without sacrificing the utility of the data.[9] 

Opinion mining refers to identification of the different views and thoughts that 
are presented by the users of the social networks, these opinions can be 
concluded with any of the events or actions or things that are happening in the 
day- to-day lives.[3] Mining the opinions that are in the textual form has become 
one of the recent research field in the recent years.opinion mining helps in 
understanding the users views about any product or a event which helps in major 
decision making in the real world.[12] 

A Novel Depth Pattern Component Analysis (DPCA) model is proposed and the 
Syllable Count with Weight Extraction (SCWE) method  is also used for the 
study. 

2. Literature Survey 
• Farman Ali et.al., propose a method to automate the online review 

classification. He proposes a  robust  classification  technique  for the 
feature review’s  identification  and  semantic  knowledge  for  the 
opinion  mining  based  on the SVM  and  Fuzzy  Domain Ontology  
(FDO). The  proposed  system  retrieves  a  collection  of  reviews  about 
the hotel  and  hotel  features. The  SVM  identifies  hotel  feature  
reviews  and  filter  out  the irrelevant  reviews  (noises)  and  the  FDO  
is  then  used to  compute  the  polarity  term  of  each  feature.  The  
amalgamation  of  the FDO  and  SVM  significantly  increases the  
precision  rate  of  the review’s  and  opinion  word’s  extraction  and  
accuracy  of  the opinion  mining.[1] 

• Nikolaos D.Doulamis et.al., propose a model forthe event detection in 
microblogging. He proposes a fuzzy which representes and timely 
evolves tweet-based theoretic information metrics for the Twitter 
dynamics. The Riemannian distance is also exploited with respect to 
words’ signatures to minimize the temporal effects due to submission 
delays. Events are detected through a multiassignment graph partitioning 
algorithm that: 1) optimally retains maximum coherence within a cluster 
and 2) while allowing a word to belong to several clusters (events).[2] 
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• Suvarna D.Tembhurnikar et.al., propose a method for topic detection 
using BNgram. He proposes one of the novel topic detection methods 
which is used on three large Twitter datasets are associated with recent 
events. It has been observed that the pre-processing of the data and 
sampling procedure greatly affect the quality of detected topics. The 
much focused topics, standard NLP techniques can do well for social 
streams. But for handling more heterogeneous streams the novel 
techniques are used. BNgram method gives the best performance, thus 
being more reliable. This paper helps to find the sentiments of people 
related to events.[15] 

• Prashant Jawade et.al., propose a system for confidential database 
through privacy preserving. He proposes a system  for  updating  the  
confidential  database  with  preserving  the  privacy  of  it. To solve this 
problemsuppression and generalization based  k-anonymous  and  
confidential  database are the two methods which are proposed in the 
study.  Beside  the paper  is  dealing with the case of malicious parties 
by the introduction  of non-colluding third party.[10] 

3. Existing System  
In the Existing event detection system fuzzy logic are used to classify the data in 
order to compensate the topics.[1] Multiassignment Clustering Approximation 
Approach is employed to cluster the events which initiates the algorithm and 
starts assuming a hard one-class assignment, and then the problem is 
relaxed.[4]The Cross-correlation and Riemannian distance are proposed to  
calculate the similarity values between the commands and Inverse Document 
Frequency values are used to get the matched topics.[8] The words are clustered 
and it is modeled as a multi assignment graph partitioning problem that allows 
one word to belong to the several clusters (events). Computation complexity is 
encountered due to the high computation and consumption  time of the multi 
assignment clustering method.To reduce complexity the words which are in the 
word list (L) that are less than the word frequency (WF) are eliminated, which 
leads to data loss.[14] 

4. Proposed Work 
Event detection in the proposed work is not based on the events Multi 
assignment Clustering Approximation approach or Multi assignment graph 
partitioning technique, [7] but work is based on the Word Syllable and Weight 
Extraction methodology.This word Syllable count and weight extraction method 
hugely reduces the word matching in classification steps. It also reduces the 
computational complexity and space hugely while comparing the existing 
techniques. Proposed work create an effective Text pattern encoding technique 
that will improve the security of the personals whose events are detected. [11] 
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This method is implemented for event detection on the social media data. It helps 
to improve the privacy over the clients or reviewer’s personal information and 
make social communication activity secured.[13] It suggests the users to predict 
decisions based on the opinion mining and also helps manufacturer to prove 
recommendations. 
Steps 

• Initially a dictionary is created, which constitutes a positive and negative 
word library, and also WordNet dictionary which has a set of nouns, 
verbs, adverbs and adjectives. 

• The user reviews/comments the input, which are the user’s feedbacks 
about the products that are taken from the social sites. Input data are 
divided into user’s personal data and user’s review data. This 
unstructured text data are preprocessed for further processing. 

• After the preprocessing of users reviews, the reviews are further 
processed to extract words from which the syllables and the weight 
values are calculated, based on the Syllable count with weight extraction 
algorithm. Along with the Syllable count extraction, word rank is also 
calculated and the feature pattern are updated and trained to the 
machine. 

• In the testing phase , the testing data is processed and the extracted 
features are loaded to the proposed Pattern Learning of Neural 
Network(PLNN) classifier algorithm and the classification results are 
compared with the existing SVM Classifier. 

5. Proposed Algorithm 
Pre-Requisites 

Inputs: Word Net Library, Facebook Review Dataset, User Profile Data 
Dictionary Creation 

Extract Adjective, Adverb, noun, verb from Word Net Library, Positive and 
Negative words from library. 

Preprocess user data and load User Data  
Preprocessing User Reviews 

Let UR be the raw User Review dataset. 
Let pdata be processed data; 
For i=1: size (UR) 

pdata=Preprocess( 𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖) 
data {i}=pdata; 
groundtruth{i}=𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺  

End for I; 
Training Model 
Let us train the machine by extracting the adjective and adverb, positive and 
negative words from the reviews by comparing with the library to create a 
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dictionary 

Initialize Adj_list, Adv_list, pos_list, neg_list; 
Syllable Count with Weight Extraction (SCWE) Algorithm 

For i=1: size (data) 
Let r= data {i} 
str[]= rev.split(); 
For j=1:size(str) 

 Let word=str{j}; 
 If (word.exists(adj.lib)) 
  Update adj_list with word; 

Else If (word.exists(adv.lib)) 
  Update adv_list with word; 

Else If (word.exists(pos.lib)) 
  Update pos_list with word; 

Else If (word.exists(neg.lib)) 
  Update neg_list with word; 
  End if; 

 End for j; 
For x=1:size(pos_list) 
Let pword=pos_list{x}; 

 [syl_pword,weight, count]= Syllable(pword); 
 Update feature [syl_pword,weight, count]; 

End x; 
For x=1:size(neg_list) 
Let nword=neg_list{x}; 

 [syl_nword,weight, count]= Syllable(nword); 
 Update feature [syl_nword,weight, count]; 

End x; 
 N= No. of words in r; 
Pc= Pos_word in r; 
Nc= Neg_word in r; 
p_sw=pos_syl count; 
n_sw=neg_syl count; 
rk=word rank; 
update feature(i)=feat_extracted{N,Pc,Nc,P_sw,N_sw,Rk}; 
Until i=length(data); 
End for I; 
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Pattern Learning of Neural Networks (PLNN)  

The Pattern Learning of Neural Network Algorithm is based on the working of 
neural networks. 

Initially the extracted training features and the testing features are the input for 
the algorithm. 

The training vector and testing vector are loaded as input. 
The testing vector is normalized to predict the range value. 

Based on the size of the training vector, the number of round to train the model 
is calculated. 

As the neural network has three layers, the initial input layer is proposed by a set 
of random rules by computing the weight values for the initial cycle and naming 
it as seed or root. 

Let m= size of test vector; 
Let n be the size of the train vector; 
Set a random initial value (Rh); 

For the initial rule generation, calculate random initial weight for both the 
vectors. 

Weight Wts-v= (random (m,Rh)-0.5); 
Weight Wtr-v= (random (n,Rh)-0.5); 

Initial deviation angle θ is also computed along with the weight value. 
θRh = (random (1, Rh)-0.5) 
θn = (random (1, n)-0.5) 

Initialize probabilistic weight and deviation angle to Zero (0), number of Cycles, 
lrate value; 

As the neural network has three layers, initial input layer, hidden layer, and 
output layer. 

For L=1:No of Cycles(noc) 

The initial layer is formed 

Compute Rule RH from the initial nwk1 value 

 
Compute the next layernwk2 value 
Compute root mean square value of training vector 
Update Normalized root mean square value 
Compute Deviation vector of the training vector with the computed values 
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Compute deviation weight of the training vector and Update training model 
Now for the testing vector 
Compute the weight & deviation angle based the training vector weight &angles, 
For k=1:m;  where m is the size of the test vector; 
Get the maximum matching vector value, 
Update (value, index)Max(N); 
Set N(index)=1; 
Result (result, N); 
For the trained label; 
Get the label of the value; 
AnsRh(result);(classification ouptut) 
Pattern Learning of Neural Networks Classification Algorithm 

Load Train_feature,test_feat, groundtruth; 
Classifier_function(trf, tst, labels) 
Let S =size(tsf/2); 
R=size(trf);  
Wg(S,lables)-0.5; 
Wg(R,lables)-0.5; 
Agl(trf) Wg(1,lables)-0.5; 
Agl(tsf) Wg(1,lables)-0.5; 
For i=1:size(tsf) 

Edg1=tsf*Wg(S); 
Nn1=eedg1- e-edg1 
         eedg1+e-edg1 
Edg2=Nn1*Wg(R); 
Nn1=eedg2- e-edg2 
         eedg2+e-edg2 
Result=[result,Dd1]; 
If Dd1==Trf[R,:]  
[m,n]=min{d}; 
Result=labels{n} 

End for I; 

6. Experimental Analysis 
• The Experimental analysis is carried out on Matlab2009 in the Windows 

7 Platform. The dataset taken for analysis is extracted from a social 
media dataset, here a Facebook. It is the users comments about the 
kindle product.The user’s varied comments are analyzed by mining the 
comments which will help to capture sentiments of the comments. 

• The proposed novel Syllable Count and Weight Extraction(SCWE) 
algorithm are used to extract the sharp features. It has hugely reduced 
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the computational complexity and it has reduced the overall computation 
time of the system. 

• The features extracted from the SCWE algorithm has paved way for the 
effective classification of the PLNN classifier algorithm.  

• While Comparing the proposed PLNN classifier with the existing SVM 
classifier,so there is  3.2% percentage improvement in the accuracy of 
the proposed model. 

7. Results and Discussions 
• PLNN classifier is compared with the existing SVM classifier with the 

same set of data.  
• The comparative results shows that the proposed model is effective in 

the performance and accuracy. 
• While comparing the existing model, there is  58% of improvement in 

the sensitivity measure / true positive rate. 
• There is a approximate increase of 4% in the positive predictive rate 

comparison. 
• Also an approximate of 3.2% improvement in the accuracy of the result 

retrieval. 

 
Figure 1: Performance Analysis Comparison Between PLNN and SVM 

 
Figure 2: Performance Analysis comparison between PLNN and SVM  

continuation 

8. Fault Acceptance Rate (FAR) 
False acceptance, also called as a type II error, is a mistake occasionally made by 
the security systems. In an instance of false acceptance, an unauthorized person 
is identified as an authorized person. 
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The FAR is defined as the percentage of identification instances in which false 
acceptance occurs. This can be expressed as a probability. 

 
Figure 3: False Acceptance Rate Graph 

Here denotes, 
1- No of positive samples 
2- No of negative samples 

9. Fault Rejection Rate (FRR) 
This is defined as a percentage of genuine users rejected by the security system. 
In the verification security system the user will make claims to their identity and 
hence the system must not reject an enrolled user and number of False 
Rejections must be kept as small as possible. Thus False Rejection must be 
minimized in comparison to False Acceptance. 

 
Figure 4: False Rejection Rate Graph 

10. Genuine/Global Acceptance Rate (GAR) 
The Genuine Accept Rate (GAR) or True Accept Rate (TAR) can be used as an 
alternate to FRR while reporting the performance of a security verification 
system. This is defined as a percentage of the genuine users which is accepted by 
the system. It is given by GAR=100-FRR. 
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Figure 5: Global Acceptance Rate Graph 

11. Conclusion & Future Enhancement 
A Novel Event Prediction system has been proposed to analyze the social events. 
The event detection model has undergone a Depth Pattern Component Analysis 
Technique which adds flavor to the proposed work. The proposed work has been 
fine-tuned with the implication of the Word Syllable Count and Weight 
Extraction Technique to extract feature attributes. A novel Pattern Learning is 
based on the Neural Network Classification technique has been proposed as a 
novel classifier.  Proposed work has been compared with the existing techniques 
and proved to be outperforming than SVM Classifier. The proposed work has 
been compared with the existing work on the scale TP, TN, FP, FN, FRR, FAR, 
GAR, Kappa coefficient, Sensitivity, Specificity and Accuracy. The proposed 
novel classifier algorithm uses the extracted feature from the syllable count and 
weight extraction algorithm, as a future work, can extract additional intensive 
features from the words to train the classifier model.  Further proposed model 
can be implemented to extract the online reviews from the other social sites 
(twitter and etc.) and tested for accuracy. A recommender system can be 
modeled which is based on the classification of the reviews and can be 
implemented in product sale site like flip kart and etc 
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